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Genome-wide association study for body weight at 35 days in broilers
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Summary
Our objective was to conduct a genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) for chicken body
weight measured at 35 days (BW35). A large dataset of more than 43,000 broilers (meat-type
poultry) from a commercial line with imputed 600,000 single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) genotypes was analysed. Single marker regression was fitted with a genomic
relationship matrix in the GEMMA software. Prior to GWAS, BW35 was adjusted for the non
genetic effects of hatch, mating group, pen and sex. In total, 136 significant SNPs (P < 5107) were identified across 7 Gallus gallus autosomes (GGA) and the Z chromosome. A sharp
peak was detected on GGA4 at 67,440,745bp (P = 3.9110-28; Gallus_gallus-4.0). Highly
significant SNPs [-log10(P) > 10] were also found on GGA1 (~142.7Mb), GGA2 (~111.9Mb),
GGA3 (~49.82Mb) and the Z chromosome (~68.6Mb).
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Introduction
Body weight (BW) is a trait of economic importance in poultry breeding and genomic
evaluations for this trait are routinely applied. Identification of genomic regions related to
BW might improve selection efficiency and genetic gain in poultry breeding, and provide
new insights into the genetic background of the trait. However, as a complex polygenic trait,
BW is expected to be affected by a large number of small-effect quantitative trait loci (QTL),
thus a large sample size is required in genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) to detect
them.
Our aim was to conduct a GWAS for body weight measured at 35 days of age (BW35)
in a commercial broiler (meat-type chicken) line. A dataset consisting of >43,000 individuals
from a purebred broiler line with phenotypes and imputed 600k genotypes was studied.

Material and methods
Phenotype and genotyping

The trait of interest in this study was BW35 and phenotypic records (n=43,914) were
obtained from a purebred commercial broiler line owned by Aviagen. Different low and high
density SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism) panels (600k, 50k, 42k, 3k and 384) were
used to genotype the animals [see Wolc et al. (2016) for a detailed description of the SNP
panels used]. All genotypes were imputed to 600k with the AlphaImpute software (Hickey et
al., 2012; Antolín et al., 2017). After SNP quality control that included: (1) call rate >95%,
(2) minor allele frequency > 0.005, and (3) no extreme deviation of Hardy-Weinberg
proportions (P < 0.00001), 309,174 SNPs distributed over all but the 16th Gallus gallus
autosomes (GGA) and the Z chromosome were retained. The Ensembl Gallus_gallus-4.0
database was used to identify the SNPs positions on the genome
(http://www.ensembl.org/index.html).
Genetic analysis
Variance component and heritability were estimated using an animal model with a pedigree
relationship matrix in ASReml.v3 (Butler et al., 2009) as follows:
(1)
where is a vector containing the measures of BW35; is a vector of the non-genetic
effects of hatch week (381 levels), pen (25 levels), mating group (325 levels) and sex] and
and Z are the design matrices linking each measure to each effect in and , respectively. The
random effects consisted of animal, , and residual, , where is the pedigree relationship
matrix, is an identity matrix, and and are the additive genetic and residual variances,
respectively. The coefficient of heritability was estimated as .
Genome-wide association analysis
Prior to the GWAS analysis, the phenotypes were adjusted for the non-genetic factors
described in (1). The analysis was conducted with the GEMMA software (Zhou and
Stephens, 2012) using the following statistical model:
(2)
where is a vector containing the adjusted phenotypes, and and are the additive
genomic and residual random terms, respectively. For the random terms the following normal
distributions were assumed: g~N(0,Gσg2) and e~N(0,Iσe2), where G is the genomic
relationship matrix calculated following the first method of VanRaden (2008) and σg2 and σe2
denote the additive genomic and residual variances, respectively. P-values smaller than 5 
10-7 were declared as significant associations (Burton et al., 2007). Manhattan and quantilequantile (Q-Q) plots of the GWAS results were generated using the qqman R package (R
Team, 2013; Turner, 2014).

Results and discussion
The average BW35 was 1830g, ranging from 1080dg to 2740g and the estimated coefficient
of heritability was 0.42. The Q-Q plot (Figure 1) showed extreme departure on the tail of the
distribution providing extra evidence for associations of the GWAS analyses. The information
on significant SNPs is presented in Table 1 and Figure 1. The association analysis revealed

136 significant SNPs (P < 5  10-7) across 8 chromosomes (GGA1 – 4, GGA8, GGA10,
GGA13 and the Z). A clear signal was found on GGA4 with a peak at ~67.4Mb.
More than 65% of the significant SNPs were detected in nine regions on GGA4. The
regions 4a (~13.42Mb), 4c (~52.7Mb) and 4i (~72.7Mb) were represented by only one SNP
each. In the region 4b (~50.2Mb), five SNP were present, with P-values around the
significance threshold. The 4d region (~54.4 – 55.6Mb) contained 23 SNPs with a peak at
~55.3Mb. Nineteen significant SNPs were found between ~59.6-60Mb. In close proximity, a
sharp peak was detected at 67,440,745bp, spanning between ~65.4-67.4Mb.
Strong signals [-log10(P) > 10] were also detected on GGA1, GGA2, GGA3 and the Z
chromosome. More precisely, on GGA1 five sub-regions were identified, each one
represented by one SNP. The strongest signal was identified at 142,670,238bp, while for the
rest of the sub-regions the signals were on the significance threshold. Three sub-regions were
detected on GGA2 (~18.9, 21.5 and ~111.0-111.9Mb) with a peak at 111,900,608bp. On
GGA3 a QTL was identified at 49,817,660bp in a region spanning between ~49.8-54.1Mb. A
second signal was identified at ~27.7Mb, albeit with a weaker strength. Three regions were
detected on the Z chromosome, spanning between ~67.1-72.4Mb, with a peak at 68.35Mb.
Weaker associations were found on three more GGA. On GGA8, 2 sub-regions were detected
at ~22.96 and 27.25Mb. Two SNPs were significantly associated to BW35 at ~10.00 and
~10.81Mb on GGA10. At the tail of GGA13 a weak signal was detected at ~16.81Mb.
In line to previous studies (Liu et al., 2013; Pértille et al., 2015, 2017), the importance
of GGA4 for body weight in broilers has been highlighted in our analysis. Although our
highest signal on GGA4 was not in the area of CCKAR (Dunn et al. 2013), which expression
is involved in the regulation of growth and BW in chickens, the region 4i is ~80.7kb
downstream, laying within the STIM2 (stromal interaction molecule 2). Moreover, our results
support the importance of GGA1 to 3 and the Z chromosome (Sewalem et al., 2002; Ikeobi et
al., 2004) for BW.

Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest GWAS analysis that has been conducted for
body weight in chickens. We have identified specific regions on five chromosomes (GGA 1 –
4 and the Z chromosome) with clear associations to BW35. Our results support the smalleffect QTL hypothesis for BW35 and the need of large sample size GWAS and will help in
fine mapping of the QTLs related to one of the most important traits in the poultry industry.
Moreover, the identified regions associated to BW35 might serve as a substrate in genomic
predictions for constructing weighted genomic relationship matrices accounting for the trait
genomic architecture.

Table 1. Summary of the significant results of the genome wide association analysis.
GGA
1a
1b
1c
1d
1e
2a
2b
2c
3a
3b
4a
4b
4c
4d
4e
4f
4g
4h
4i
8a
8b
10a
10b
13
Za
Zb
Zc

No. of SNP

Interval, Mb

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
5
2
5
1
4
1
23
19
6
33
5
1
11
4
1
1
2
1
1
2

18.89-18.92
111.04-111.92
27.69-27.70
49.82-54.10
50.23-50.33
54.47-55.63
59.56-60.07
65.40-65.42
66.45-67.44
69.52-70.64
22.80-23.06
27.22-27.25
16.71-16.81
72.45-72.54

P-value (range)

)
)

)
)
)
)
)

Top SNP location,
bp

51,608,497
127,040,305
142,670,238
151,527,237
168,712,594
18,895,734
21,496,060
111,900,608
27,689,724
49,817,660
13,417,959
50,231,486
52,734,745
55,349,682
59,684,668
65,423,538
67,440,745
69,617,303
72,737,359
22,963,270
27,246,458
10,008,797
10,806,057
16,810,184
67,142,554
68,352,353
72,453,986

Effect (SE)
-0.56 (0.11)
0.51 (0.10)
-0.61 (0.09)
-0.63 (0.12)
0.72 (0.14)
-0.72 (0.11)
0.47 (0.09)
-1.22 (0.16)
0.82 (0.15)
-0.70 (0.10)
0.59 (0.10)
-0.94 (0.18)
-0.78 (0.10)
-1.60 (0.22)
-1.41 (0.24)
-1.25 (0.21)
-1.10 (0.10)
-0.82 (0.12)
-0.86 (0.14)
-1.11 (0.19)
0.93 (0.18)
-0.62 (0.11)
-0.72 (0.11)
0.80 (0.16)
-0.39 (0.08)
1.11 (0.15)
-0.43 (0.07)

Top SNP
MAF
0.20
0.50
0.32
0.19
0.35
0.21
0.44
0.09
0.14
0.47
0.28
0.09
0.30
0.08
0.06
0.06
0.44
0.34
0.43
0.07
0.21
0.53
0.24
0.37
0.44
0.08
0.42

GGA = Gallus gallus autosome chromosome; Z = The sex chromosome; #SNP = number of the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP)

significantly associated to the trait; Interval = The region on the chromosome spanned among the significant SNP (in base pairs); P-value
(range) = The P-value of the highest significant SNP adjusted for genomic control and the range of the P-values when multiple SNP were
significantly associated to one trait; Top SNP location (bp) = position of the highest significant SNP on the chromosome in base pairs on
Galgal4 (http://www.ensembl.org/index.html); Effect = the effect of the top SNP. In parenthesis the standard error; Top SNP MAF =
minor allele frequency of the top SNP.

Figure 1. Manhattan plot of for the genome-wide association study (GWAS). The (red)
horizontal line indicates a of 6.30 (corresponding to P-value = 5  10-7). Chromosome 29
denotes the Z (sex) chromosome. On top right the quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot of the observed
test statistics of the genome wide association study.
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